Abstract. We study the worst case complexity of operator equations Lu = f , where L : G ! X is a bounded linear injection, G is a Hilbert space, and X is a normed linear space. Past work on the complexity of such problems has generally assumed that the class F of problem elements f to be the unit ball of X . However, there are many problems for which this choice of F yields unsatisfactory results. Mixed elliptic-hyperbolic problems are one example, the di culty being that our technical tools are not strong enoguh to give good complexity bounds. Ill-posed problems are another example, because we know that the complexity of computing nite-error approximations is in nite if F is a ball in X . In this paper, we pursue another idea. Rather than directly restrict the class F of problem elements f , we will consider problems that are solution-restricted, i.e., we restrict the class U of solution elements u. In particular, we assume that U is the unit ball of a Hilbert space W continuously embedded in G.
Introduction
Operator equationsd Lu = f are among the most important problems of applied mathematics. We are interested in the "-complexity of such problems; that is, we want to nd the minimal cost of computing "-accurate approximations and to nd algorithms that yield such approximations with (nearly) minimal cost. Past work on the worst case complexity of such problems has generally assumed that the class F of problem elements f is a unit ball. As we shall see, this assumption is not strong enough for many classes of problems. In this paper, we assume instead that the class U of solution elements u is a unit ball. Such problems are called \solution-restricted" problems. We study the complexity of solution-restricted operator equations Lu = f in this paper.
More precisely, suppose that L: G ! X is a bounded linear injection, where G is a Hilbert space and X is a normed linear spaces. Let F X be a xed class of problem elements f. We wish to solve Lu = f for f 2 F, our only knowledge of any f being the values of a nite set of linear functionals of f, each evaluation having cost c. Since we only have partial information about f, we can only calculate approximations of u = L ?1 f. Our goal is to calculate "-approximations (i.e., approximations with error at most ") with minimal cost. This is, of course, a problem of information-based complexity (IBC); see 22] for further discussion. We will solve our problem in a worst case setting, so that the error and cost of an algorithm are given by their maximum values over all f.
Researchers in IBC have been most successful in getting good complexity bounds for operator equation problems (for F a ball in X) whenever the solution operator L ?1 has been bounded. One such class of problems is the solution of elliptic operator equations Lu = f, for which we have found a wealth of complexity-related results. For instance, one popular method for elliptic problems is the nite element method (FEM); we have been able to nd conditions that are necessary and su cient for the FEM to be a nearly optimal error or nearly optimal complexity algorithm. Many of these results use a \shift theorem," which says that if L is elliptic of order 2m, then f has smoothness r (i.e., r derivatives in some sense) i u has smoothness r + 2m. Similarly, since there is a shift theorem (with m = 0) for Fredholm integral equations of the second kind, we have been successful in proving results about the complexity of second-kind Fredholm problems, as well as characterizing nearly optimal FEMs for such problems. An exhaustive treatment of this subject may be found in 28, Chapters 5 and 6] .
Unfortunately, there has been far less success to date in dealing with operator equations for which there is no shift theorem. For example, consider the Tricomi problem. This is a mixed elliptic-hyperbolic problem arising in the study of transonic ow across an airfoil, see 7, Chapter X] and 13]. Since there is no shift theorem for the Tricomi problem, 1 we have not been able to use these techniques to obtain sharp complexity bounds for the Tricomi problem.
Things are even worse when we consider the solution of ill-posed problems Lu = f, in which the solution element u does not depend continuously on the problem element f, e.g., when L is compact. We have a strong negative result on the worst case complexity of ill-posed problems when F is a ball in X, namely, that there exists no algorithm having nite error (see 26]). Hence the complexity of computing an "-approximation is in nite, no matter how large we choose " to be. This means we cannot solve ill-posed problems in a worst case setting. If we need to solve such problems, we must go to a di erent setting, such as the average case setting. For further discussion, see 23] , 27], 28].
Summarizing, we see that if the class F is a ball in X, good worst case complexity bounds for operator equations Lu = f have so far eluded us, except for L enjoying special properties. If we wish to solve such problems in the worst case setting for L not satisfying these properties, we need to look at other classes F.
This paper uses an idea of Tikhonov 20] that is often used in the solution of ill-posed problems (see also 15] for a fuller development, as well as the discussion in 19]). Instead of solving the problem Lu = f under the a priori assumption that f belongs to a known set F (typically a ball in X), we assume that u belongs to a known set U. Thus for such a solution-restricted operator equation, we restrict the solution elements instead of the problem elements. 2 The main point of this paper is that we can often get good complexity results for solutionrestricted problems, simply because much of the work can be rephrased in terms of the well-studied problem of approximating an identity embedding. We now outline our main results.
In Section 2, we formally describe the problem to be solved. The class U will be the unit ball of a Hilbert space W that is continuously embedded in G. Part of our problem description includes a discussion of the class of permissible information operations. We will be mainly interested in two classes . The rst is the usual class of continuous linear functionals over X, which has been well-studied in previous work on IBC. The second class of permissible information operations is the class F of linear functionals on F that are bounded on F. This new class of information operations is quite natural for our problem, since it is the largest class of linear functionals de ned on F.
In Section 3, we show that a solution-restricted operator equation can be reduced to the approximation problem of approximating the embedding of W into G. Since the approximation problem is a well-studied problem of information-based complexity, we can easily adapt known results for the approximation problem to our problem. As a result, we quickly determine optimal algorithms and information for our problem. Moreover, we nd that the minimal radii are the same for the classes and F . This means that in principle, there is no need to consider F . However, our introduction of F is no mere arti ce. Indeed, it is often easier to rst consider the problem for = F , and then to approximate F -information by -information, rather than to directly considerinformation at the start. Moreover, there are situations for which F -information is more natural than -information.
In Section 4, we use these results to study several important problems. The rst problem we study is called the \standard problem," which is any problem for which G and W are standard Sobolev Hilbert spaces H q bd ( ) and H r bd ( ) (the \bd" meaning that certain homogeneous boundary conditions may be imposed), with q < r and R d . Note that since L and X are not speci ed, this problem is really a meta-problem, which includes many important examples. Also note that there is no requirement that L have a bounded inverse, so that the standard problem covers both well-posed and ill-posed problems. Hence we are solving any linear operator equation Lu = f, with error being measured in the H q bd ( )-norm, subject to the constraint that kuk H r bd ( ) 1 . Although the standard problem is quite general, we are able to develop complexity bounds and to nd optimal algorithms and information for the standard problem. We nd that the nth minimal radius is (n ?(r?q)=d ) and the "-complexity is c ? (1=") d=(r?q) . The optimal information is given by eigenvectors of E E, where E is the embedding of H r bd ( ) into H q bd ( ). We show that the eigenproblem for E E can be expressed as a generalized eigenproblem for a partial di erential equation. Unfortunately, this eigenproblem usually does not have closed-form solutions. Hence, we need to nd more accessible nearly optimal information. We are able to show that nite element information is nearly optimal, and that generalized Galerkin methods turn out to be nearly optimal algorithms.
In the remainder of Section 4, we analyze several important speci c applications. The rst class of applications is elliptic boundary-value problems. We consider a 2mth-order problem, with error measured in the energy norm, which is equivalent to the Sobolev k k H m ( ) -norm. This is then set as a standard problem with G = H m 0 ( ) and W = H r ( ). The nth minimal error is (n ?(r?m)=d ), and the "-complexity is c ? (1=") d=(r?m) . For = F , we nd that the usual nite element method is nearly optimal, the proof not requiring a shift theorem. This means that we can handle elliptic problems that do not admit a shift theorem. 3 For the sake of completeness, we develop the results for = , although the method that results would probably not be used in practice.
We next look at Fredholm integral equations of the second kind. This is set up as a standard problem with G = L 2 ( ) and W = H r ( ). We nd that the nth minimal error is (n ?r=d ) and the "-complexity is c ? (1=") d=r . Finite element information is nearly optimal, and we exhibit nearly optimal generalized Galerkin methods.
Next, we look at the Tricomi problem. Once again, we set this up as a standard problem with G = L 2 ( ) and W = H r ( ). Our results are essentially the same as for the Fredholm problem of the second kind. The nth minimal error is (n ?r=d ) and the "-complexity is c ? (1=") d=r . We nd that nite element information and generalized Galerkin methods are nearly optimal.
Our next application is the inverse nite Laplace transform, which is a Fredholm integral equation of the rst kind and hence is ill-posed. This particular problem arises in the study of \measurement of the distribution of an absorbing gas (such as ozone in the earth's atmosphere) from the spectrum of scattered light", see 21, pp. 12{13]. This may be set up as a standard problem with G = L 2 ( ) and W = H r ( ). We nd that the nth minimal error is (n ?r=d ) and the "-complexity is c ? (1=") d=r . Once again, nite element information is nearly optimal, as are generalized Galerkin methods.
To show that our techniques are not limited to standard problems, we close this paper by studying a problem that is not a standard problem. Our nal application is the heat equation running backwards in time, with nal data f. That is, we want to know what the temperature distribution was at some time t = ?t 0 in the past (where t 0 > 0), where the temperature distribution at time t = 0 is given by the function f. Suppose that both the nal data and solution are measured in the L 2 -sense. Then the backwards heat equation is ill-posed, said ill-posedness being related to the second law of thermodynamics, see 12] . To express this as a solution-restricted problem, we let t 1 > t 0 , and solve the problem under the condition that the solution at time ?t 1 must have nite L 2 -norm, see also 10] for further discussion. We then nd that the nth minimal error is exp ? ? 2 (n + 1) 2 (t 1 ? t 0 ) , so that the "-complexity is c ( p ln(1=")). Moreover, if we truncate the usual series representation for the solution of the heat equation, we get an optimal algorithm. For further discussion of the complexity of this problem, see 27].
We close this introduction by noting that one of our main assumptions has been that the calss of permissible information operations has been either F or . There is a third class that one could investigate. Suppose that X is a function space on some domain R d , as is generally the case in most applications. Then we could study the class std of standard information, i.e., evaluations of f (or some of its derivatives) at points in . At this time, we only have results for standard information under (what we feel are) unnecessarily-restrictive conditions on L, conditions that do not apply (for example) when L is compact, i.e., when the original problem is ill-posed. We hope that we will be able to coherently deal with standard information for solution-restricted operator equations in future work.
Problem description
Let G be a Hilbert space, and let X be a normed linear space. We assume that both G and X are in nite-dimensional. Let L: G ! X be a bounded linear injection, whose range D is dense in X. We de ne a solution operator S : D X ! G as u = Sf () Lu = f for u 2 G and f 2 D:
Note that if L does not have a closed range, then S is only densely de ned. Remark: Note that we restrict our attention to the Hilbert case. We do this for two reasons. The rst is for ease of exposition, while the second is that all the examples we consider are instances of the Hilbert case. We note in passing that many of the results contained here also hold for the case of general normed linear spaces.
Let F be a balanced, convex subset of D, and let be a class of continuous linear functionals on F (more precisely, a class of functionals whose extensions to the linear hull of F are continuous linear functionals). Throughout this paper, we will be especially interested in the following classes :
(1) = , the class of all continuous linear functionals de ned over X. This is a \standard" choice of for many problems arising in information-based complexity; see 22]. (2) = F , the class of all linear functionals on F that are bounded on F. Note that F , with equality when F is a ball in X. The strict inclusion F holds, e.g., when F is a compact subset of X. Our interest in using F instead of is that we can use our a priori knowledge that f 2 F to allow us to expand the possible choice of information functionals from those that must be de ned over all of X to those that need be de ned only over F, which is a (possibly small) subset of X. Our abstract setting is the usual one of information-based complexity, see, e.g., 22] and 28]. We wish to compute approximate values of Sf for f 2 F, given a nite number of information values (f) for some elements 2 . However, our point of departure will be to assume that there is a subset U G such that F = L(U). Thus f 2 F () u = Sf 2 U:
(Thus, F is a subset of D.) Note that we are now restricting our solution elements u rather than our problem elements f. For this reason, we will call our problem a solution-restricted operator equation.
In particular, we will assume in this paper that U is the unit ball of a Hilbert space W that is continuously embedded in G. That is, U = f Ew : kwk W 1 g; (2.2) where the embedding mapping E : W ! G, de ned as Ew = w for w 2 W, is continuous and dense. To simplify the exposition in what follows, we assume without essential loss of generality that kEk 1. This assumption holds for many, but not all, cases of practical interest. 4 Since Ew = w for w 2 W, we will often write w instead of Ew whenever this will simplify the presentation, provided that no confusion will result.
We close this section by recalling some standard terminology from 22] . Let N denote the nonnegative integers. For any n 2 N, we say that N is information from of cardinality n if there exist linearly independent linear functionals 1 ; : : : ; n 2 such that Nf = 1 (f); : : : ; n (f)] 8f 2 F:
We let n denote the class of information from whose cardinality is at most n. An algorithm using N is a mapping : N(F) ! G, its error being given by e( ; N) = sup
The radius of information N is given as r(N) = inf e( ; N); the in mum being over all algorithms using N. An algorithm N for which e( N ; N) = r(N) is an optimal error algorithm using N.
The nth minimal radius in is de ned to be r(n; ) = inf N2 n r(N);
and information N n 2 n is nth optimal information if r(N n ) = r(n; Finally, we say that for " > 0, the "-complexity in the class is comp("; ) = inff cost( ; N) : e( ; N) " g; the in mum being over all algorithms using information N of nite cardinality from , and an algorithm " using information N " of nite cardinality from for which cost( " ; N " ) = comp("; ) is an ("; )-optimal complexity algorithm. Since we cannot often nd optimal complexity algorithms, we will usually be happy to settle for nearly optimal complexity algorithms, which compute "-approximations with cost at most a constant multiple of the "-complexity, said constant being independent of ". One way of doing this involves the ("; )-cardinality number m("; ) = inff n : r(n; ) " g: Suppose that N 2 n is information of cardinality n = m("; ) for which r(N) = ", and that is a linear optimal error algorithm using N. Then c m("; ) comp("; ) cost( ; N) (c + 2)m("; ) ? 1; and is an ("; )-nearly optimal complexity algorithm for our problem. Our main strategy for nding optimal algorithms for solution-restricted operator is to reduce such problems to the approximation problem of approximating the embedding E : W ! G.
Let be a class of linear functionals on F, and let N be information from of nite cardinality. Suppose that is an algorithm using N. For (3. 2) Note that we are being somewhat cautious in explicitly using the embedding operator E, so we can keep closer track of the spaces in which various elements may be found. Also note that N and N L are information operators on the spaces X and W, respectively. Equation (3.1) tells us that the error of any algorithm for our problem equals the error of the same algorithm (using di erent information) for the approximation problem. In what follows, we will let e app , r app , m app , and comp app denote the error, radius, cardinality number, and complexity for the approximation problem.
Using 22, Chapter 3], we then nd the following: Theorem 3.1. Let be a class of linear functionals on F.
(1) Let N be information from of nite cardinality.
(a) For any algorithm using N, we have e( ; N) = e app ( ; N L ); where N L is de ned by (3.2). (b) An algorithm is an optimal error algorithm using N for our problem i is an optimal error algorithm using N L for the approximation problem, and r(N) = r app (N L ): (2) For any nonnegative integer n, r(n; ) = r app (n; L ); where L = E L : Hence, m("; ) = m app ("; L ): (3) An ("; L )-(nearly) optimal complexity algorithm for the approximation problem is an ("; )-(nearly) optimal complexity algorithm for our problem, and comp("; ) = comp app ("; L ):
In particular, if N L 2 ( L ) n is information of cardinality n = m app ("; L ) for which r(N L ) = " and is a linear optimal error algorithm using N, then c m("; ) comp("; ) cost( ; N) (c + 2)m("; ) ? 1; and so is a nearly optimal complexity algorithm for our problem. As mentioned in Section 2, we will deal with the classes = F and = of permissible information operations. In the remainder of this section, we show that the nth minimal radii are the same for these classes, being given by the (same) Gelfand n-width. We also construct nth optimal (or nearly optimal) information for these classes.
First, we prove the following Since w is an arbitrary element in the W-unit ball such that Lw 2 kerN, the lemma follows immediately from (3.8) .
Recall that the Gelfand n-width of the embedding E (1) For any n 2 N, r(n; F ) = r(n; ) = d n ? E(W); G : i.e., N n 2 F n is nth optimal information.
(3) Suppose that = . For > 0, let
and choose 1; ; : : : ; n; 2 X such that kw i ? E L i; k W n : De ne information N n; 2 n by N n; = 1; ; : : : ; n; ]: Then r(N n; ) (1 + ) r(n; ); so that N n; 2 is nth nearly optimal information.
Proof: Parts (1) and (2) follows immediately from Lemma 2 and the observation that if = F , then L = . We need only prove part (3). For > 0, we have = r(N n ) 1 + r(N n ) by part (1) . Using the notation of Lemma 3.2, we see that for N = N n , we have N = N n; , and so r(N n; ) (1 + ) r(N n ) = (1 + ) r(n; ) = (1 + ) d n ? E(W); G ; as required.
Suppose for a moment that E is not a compact embedding. Then lim n!1 d n ? E(W); G is strictly positive (see 18, Proposition II.7.4]). This means that the nth minimal radius is bounded away from zero for the classes F and . In short, if E is not compact, then the problem is not convergent, i.e., we cannot get arbitrarily good approximations at nite cost.
Hence, in the remainder of this paper, we shall assume that W is compactly embedded in G. This implies that the space W has an orthonormal basis consisting of eigenvectors of E E. Thus there exist 1 2 > 0 with lim n!1 j = 0, and a complete orthonormal basis fz j g 1 j=1 for W such that E Ez j = 2 j z j for j = 1; 2; : : : :
We then nd that for any n 2 N,
We rst look at optimal information and algorithms for the class F . Let N n f = hSf; z 1 i W ; : : : ; hSf; z n i W ] 8f 2 F; (3.12) where z 1 ; : : : ; z n are the eigenvectors of E E corresponding to the n largest eigenvalues of E E. Clearly we have N n 2 F n . De ne an algorithm n using N n as n (N n f) = n X j=1 hSf; z j i W z j 8f 2 F: (1) For any n 2 N, we have e( n ; N n ) = r(N n ) = r(n; F ) = d n ? E(W); G = n+1 : Hence N n is nth optimal information and n is an nth minimal error algorithm. (2) Let " > 0. Then the "-cardinality number for F is given by m("; F ) = inf f integers n 0 : n+1 " g : Moreover, let N n 2 F n be the information given by (3.12) and let n be the Proof: Immediate from (3.11), along with Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, as well as Lemma 3.1.
We now consider optimal information and algorithms for the class . Let > 0, and choose 1; ; : : : ; n; 2 X such that kz j ? L j; k G n+1 n ; (3.14) where we recall that z 1 ; : : : ; z n are the eigenvectors of E E corresponding to the n largest eigenvalues of E E. Our information N n; 2 n is de ned as N n; f = 1; (f); : : : ; n; (f)] 8f 2 F:
De ne an algorithm n; using N n; as n; (N n; f) = n X j=1 j; (f)z j 8f 2 F:
We then have (1) For any n 2 N and any > 0, we have e( n; ; N n; ) (1 + ) n+1 :
Hence N n; is nth nearly optimal information and n; is an nth nearly minimal error algorithm. (2) Let " > 0. Then the "-cardinality number for is given by m("; ) = inf f integers n 0 : n+1 " g : Suppose that n is strictly monotonically decreasing with n. Let N n; 2 F n be the information given by (3.15) and let n; be the algorithm given by Hence for c 1, the algorithm n; using information N n; is a nearly optimal complexity algorithm. So kSf ? n; (N n; f)k G kSf ? n (N n f)k G + k n (N n f) ? n; (N n; f)k G (1 + ) n+1 :
Taking the supremum over all such f, we nd the desired bound on e( n; ; N n; ). Now that we have proved this bound, the rest of the result follows from (3.11) and Theorem 3.2, as well as Lemma 3.1. Remark: This result tells us that n; is an nth nearly minimal error algorithm in . Of course, this implies that n; is an nearly optimal error algorithm using the nth nearly optimal information N n; . Note that we decided to use the algorithm n; , instead of the algorithm N n; , i.e., the optimal error algorithm using N n; given by Lemma 3.1. We did this because the algorithm n; is simpler than the optimal error algorithm N n; , since the latter would have required either an orthogonalization of the vectors E L 1; ; : : : ; E L n; or the solution of an n n linear system. Note that the increased error when using n; instead of N n; is small compared to the error of n; and to the nth minimal radius. All things considered, it appears better to use a simpler nearly optimal error algorithm than a more complicated optimal error algorithm in this situation. Remark: The strict monotonicity assumption in Theorem 3.4 is not necessary, but only used to simplify the statement of the theorem. A more general (and more complicated) statement is possible for the case where E E has multiple eigenvalues, provided that the multiplicity of the eigenvalues does not increase super-exponentially. Since we will not need such a result, we will not pursue this further.
Applications
In this section, we apply the previous results to several problems. We rst look at a common situation, namely, a problem in which the spaces G and W are the Sobolev spaces H q bd ( ) and H r bd ( ), respectively. Here, q < r, and the \bd" indicates that the spaces may satisfy certain homogeneous boundary conditions. Any such problem will be called a \standard problem." We develop detailed results for standard problems. Once we have these results, we can use them to study speci c instances of the standard problem. In particular, we will consider elliptic boundary-value problems, Fredholm integral equations of the second kind, mixed elliptic-hyperbolic problems, and the inverse nite Laplace transform. For all these problems, we nd the problem complexity and derive nearly optimal algorithms. In particular, we discuss the optimality of Galerkin algorithms using nite element information. We then conclude by looking at the heat equation running backwards in time, an application that is not an instance of the standard problem. Suppose we know an a priori L 2 -bound on the solution of the backwards heat equation at time t = ?t 1 and that we want to solve the equation at time t = ?t 0 , where 0 < t 0 < t 1 . The problem element is \ nal data", i.e., the solution at time t = 0. We then nd that by truncating the standard series representation of the solution, we get an optimal algorithm.
Note that two of our applications (the inverse nite Laplace transform and the backwards heat equation) are ill-posed problems. Hence we see that the techniques of this paper are powerful enough for us to determine that the "-complexity of ill-posed solution-restricted problems is nite.
In what follows we use the standard terminology and notation for multi-indices, as well as Sobolev spaces, norms, and inner products. For details, consult any standard reference on elliptic boundary-value problems and nite element methods, such as 1], 3], 7, Chapter IV], 9], or 16].
The letter C will denote a generic constant whose value may change from one place to the next. All O-, -, -, and -estimates will be independent of n or ", depending on the context.
Finally, we note that in the speci c applications we consider here, the space X is also a Sobolev Hilbert space, along with G and W. Hence, an information operation from can be represented as an inner product over X. We shall do this consistently, without further comment.
The standard problem.
Our rst problem is really a meta-problem, since it includes many important practical problems as particular instances. Let R d be a su ciently smooth simply-connected region, which is bounded. Given q and r with q < r, we let H q bd ( ) and H r bd ( ) be closed subspaces of H q ( ) and H r ( ), respectively, for which C 1 0 ( ) H r bd ( ) and H r bd ( ) , ! H q bd ( ). That is, functions in these spaces may satisfy homogeneous boundary conditions, and the conditions satis ed by H q bd ( )-functions are also satis ed by functions in H r bd ( ). We now consider any problem for which G = H q bd ( ) and W = H r bd ( ), so that the mapping E : H r bd ( ) ! H q bd ( ) is the usual inclusion embedding and F is the unit ball of H r bd ( ). Since this kind of problem will be useful in later applications, we will call it the standard problem. Although we have speci ed neither the space X nor the mapping L, we can still discover much about such a problem. In particular, we show that optimal information in F is given by the solution of a generalized elliptic eigenproblem whenever q; r 2 N. We then show that for any r and q, the nth minimal radius is proportional to n ?(r?q)=d , so that the "-complexity is proportional to (1=") d=(r?q) . Since it is not generally possible to nd a closed-form solution of this eigenproblem, we need to consider nearly optimal that is easier to obtain. We show that nite element information of degree k is nearly optimal if k r?1. Having dealt with the case = F , we then prove analogous results for the case = .
We rst show that the eigenvectors and eigenvectors of E E are solutions of a generalized elliptic eigenproblem when q; r 2 N. Note that (4.1.2){(4.1.3) is a generalized eigenproblem, akin to the generalized eigenproblems Az = Bz studied in computational linear algebra. It reduces to a standard elliptic eigenproblem whenever q = 0, i.e., whenever G = L 2 ( ).
We illustrate this construction by two one-dimensional cases. However, we were unsuccessful in nding values for the weights C 1 ; : : : ; C 4 and for such that the boundary conditions (4.1.6) hold.
4.1.1. Results for the case = F .
We now suppose that = F . Using the solution to the eigenproblem in Lemma 4.1.1, we can now nd nth optimal information in F , along with an nth minimal error algorithm. Moreover, we can get a tight bound on the nth minimal radius of information in F . Then N n is nth optimal information in F and n is an nth minimal error algorithm, with e( n ; N n ) = r(n; F ) = n+1 = (n ?(r?q)=d ):
Proof: Using Lemma 4. Moreover, let N n and n be the information and algorithm given by Theorem 4.1.1.1. Then c m("; F ) comp("; F ) cost( n ; N n ) (c + 2)m("; F ) ? 1:
Hence for c 1, the algorithm n using information N n is a nearly optimal complexity algorithm.
Since we cannot usually nd a closed form solution to the eigenproblem (4.1.2){(4.1.3), we need to nd other kinds of information that will be nearly as good. To do this, we will look at nite element information. Let S n;k be an n-dimensional nite element subspace of H q bd ( ), whose degree is k.
That is, there is a triangulation T n of such that S n;k = s 2 H q bd ( ) : s K 2 P k (K) 8 K 2 T n ; dim S n;k = n: where fg 1 ; : : : ; g n g is a basis for S n;k . Of course, N n;k 2 F n . We say that N n;k is nite element information (FEI).
Now consider the following algorithm: For f 2 F, let u n;k 2 S n;k satisfy hu n;k ; g i i H q bd ( ) = hSf; g i i H q bd ( ) : (1 i n) (4.1.1.2)
Since u n;k depends on f only through the information N n;k f, we may write u n;k = n;k (N n;k f):
Clearly, n;k is a Galerkin method using test and trial space S n;k . Note that we can determine the coe cients a = 1 ; : : : ; n ] of u n;k (with respect to the basis g 1 ; : : : ; g n ) by solving a linear system Ka = b, where j;j = hg j ; g i i H q bd ( ) and i = hSf; g j i H q bd ( ) . Remark: Note that we refer to n;k as a Galerkin method using the FEI N n;k . However, n;k is not a \ nite element method" in the usual sense of the term, since the information used is of the form hSf; g i i H q bd ( ) instead of the form i (f) used by the nite element method.
Our main error estimate for the Galerkin method using FEI is Theorem 4.1.1.3. Let k r ? 1. Then for any n, we have e( n;k ; N n;k ) = (n ?(r?q)=d ) = ? r(n; F ) :
Thus if k r ? 1, then the information N n;k is nth nearly optimal information in F , and the algorithm n;k is an nth nearly minimal error algorithm. Since k + 1 r, we thus nd that e( n;k ; N n;k ) = O(n ?(r?q)=d ):
Using Theorem 4.1.1.1, we have e( n;k ; N n;k ) r(n; F ) = (n ?(r?q)=d );
completing the proof of the theorem. Remark: Note that we do not claim that n;k is an optimal error algorithm using N n;k .
If we use the prescription of Lemma 3.1, we would construct an optimal error algorithm N n;k using N n;k as follows. For f 2 F, let u N n;k 2 E S n;k satisfy hu N n;k ; E g i i H r bd ( ) = hSf; E g i i H r bd ( )
Since u N n;k depends on f only through the information N n;k f, we may write u N n;k = N n;k (N n;k f). Then N n;k is an optimal error algorithm using N n;k . Remark: It is possible to describe somewhat di erent nite element information such that the resulting Galerkin method (using the same space of test and trial functions) is an optimal error algorithm using this new FEI. To do this, letŜ n;k be an n-dimensional nite element subspace H r bd ( ), whose degree is k, with the spacesŜ n;k being based on a quasi-uniform family of triangulations of . Then our FEI has the form N n;k f = hSf; w 1 i H r bd ( ) ; : : : ; hSf; w n i H r bd ( ) ] 8f 2 F; where fw 1 ; : : : ; w n g is a basis forŜ n;k . Now consider the following algorithm: For f 2 F, letû n;k 2Ŝ n;k satisfy hû n;k ; w i i H r bd ( ) = hSf; w i i H r bd ( ) : Sinceû n;k depends on f only through the information N n;k f, we may writê u n;k =^ n;k (N n;k f):
Clearly,^ n;k is a Galerkin method using test and trial spaceŜ n;k . Moreover, it is possible to show that e(^ n;k ;N n;k ) = r(N n;k ) = (n ?(r?q)=d ):
(The proof is slightly more involved than that of Theorem 4.1. It might seem that since^ n;k is an optimal error algorithm, one would prefer using the algorithm^ n;k instead of the algorithm n;k . However, note that if we use^ n;k , then we need to construct a nite element spaceŜ n;k that is a subspace of H r bd ( ). In practical situations, this would require more initial precomputation than constructing a nite element space S n;k that is a subspace of H q bd ( ). Moreover, the errors of n;k and n;k are roughly the same. Hence any gain that might be realized in using^ n;k will be o set by the loss involved in the additional precomputation. For this reason, we prefer to use n;k .
We now determine the cost of using our Galerkin method to compute "-approximations for our standard problem. Let us denote this cost by cost Gal ("; F ) = minf cost( n;k ; N n;k ) : e( n;k ; N n;k ) " g:
We then have Now, we suppose that = , i.e., continuous linear functionals are permissible information. We can nd optimal information, minimal error algorithms, and optimal complexity algorithms for the case = by using the results for the case = F , along with Theorem 3.4.
We rst look at information based on the eigenvectors of E E. 20 Then e( n; ; N n; ) (1 + ) n+1 = (n ?(r?q)=d ) and r(n; ) = r(n; F ) = n+1 = (n ?(r?q)=d ): Hence N n; is nth nearly optimal information in and n; is an nth nearly minimal error algorithm. Proof: Immediate from Theorems 3.4 and 4.1.1.1.
Having determined nearly optimal information and nearly minimal algorithms for the case = , we can now determine the problem complexity and nd nearly optimal complexity algorithms. Hence for c 1, the algorithm n; using information N n; is a nearly optimal complexity algorithm.
As in the previous section, the optimal information and algorithm of Theorem 4.1.2.2 are usually not available in closed form. Hence, we need to look at alternative nearly optimal information and algorithms. In particular, we now consider modi ed Galerkin methods for computing "-approximations to our problem. As in the previous section, we let S n;k denote an n-dimensional nite element subspace of H q bd ( ), whose degree is k, with the corresponding family fT n g 1 n=1 of triangulations being quasi-uniform. We let fg 1 ; : : : ; g n g again be a basis for S n;k . However, we require that this basis satisfy the condition that there exist a positive constant C, independent of n, such that We can now de ne our information and algorithm. For any n 2 N, let N n;k = 1 (f); : : : ; n (f)] 8f 2 F: Note thatÑ n;k 2 n is an approximation of the nite element information N n;k 2 F n dened in the previous section, and so we refer to N n;k as modi ed nite element information, or modi ed FEI, for short. Then for f 2 F, we seekũ n;k 2 S n;k satisfying hũ n;k ; g i i H q bd ( ) = i (f): (1 i n) (4.1.2.3) Sinceũ n;k depends on f only through the informationÑ n;k f, we may writẽ u n;k =~ n;k (Ñ n;k f):
We call~ n;k an modi ed Galerkin method using modi ed FEI. Remark: It is easy to see that the Galerkin and modi ed Galerkin methods may be reduced to the solution of n n linear systems whose solution gives the (respective) coe cients of u n;k orũ n;k with respect to the basis fg 1 ; : : : ; g n g. The only di erence between the Galerkin and modi ed Galerkin methods is that the latter method uses i (f) to approximate the hSf; g i i H q bd ( ) appearing in the de nition of the former method. However, the same coe cient matrix is used for both algorithms.
Our main error estimate is Theorem 4.1.2.3. Let k r ? 1. Then for any n 2 N, we have e(~ n;k ;Ñ n;k ) = (n ?(r?q)=d ) = ? r(n; ) :
Thus if k r ? 1, then the informationÑ n;k is nth nearly optimal information in , and the algorithm~ n;k is an nth nearly minimal error algorithm.
Proof: Let n 2 N. For f 2 F, let u n;k = n;k (N n;k f) and letũ n;k =~ n;k (Ñ n;k f). Writing e n;k = u n;k ?ũ n;k = P n j=1 " j g j , we may use the discrete Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to see that ke n;k k 2 kSf ?~ n;k (Ñ n;k f)k H q ( ) kSf ? n;k (N n;k f)k H q bd ( ) + ke n;k k H q bd ( ) Cn ?(r?q)=d for a positive constant C. Since f 2 F is arbitrary, we nd that e(~ n;k ;Ñ n;k ) = O(n ?(r?q)=d ):
Using Theorem 4.1.2.1, we have e( n;k ; N n;k ) r(n; ) = (n ?(r?q)=d );
completing the proof of the theorem. We now determine the "-complexity of the standard problem in the class , as well as the cost of using our modi ed Galerkin method to compute "-approximations. Let us denote this cost by cost mod-Gal ("; F ) = minf cost(~ n;k ;Ñ n;k ) : e(~ n;k ;Ñ n;k ) " g: 
Elliptic boundary-value problems.
We now consider the complexity of solution-restricted elliptic boundary-value problems. For any n 2 N, let S n;k be an n-dimensional nite element subspace of H m 0 ( ) having degree k. Let fg 1 ; : : : ; g n g be a basis for S n;k . De ne nite element information N n;k by N n;k f = hf; g 1 i L 2 ( ) ; : : : ; hf; g n i L 2 ( ) ]: For f 2 F, let u n;k = n;k (N n;k f) be the Galerkin method given by B(u n;k ; g i ) = hf; g i i L 2 ( ) (1 i n):
(4.2.2) Note that the Galerkin algorithm n;k is the standard nite element method (FEM). Theorem 4.2.1. Let = F .
(1) For any n 2 N, we have r(n; F ) = (n ?(r?m)=d ):
(2) Let k r ? 1. For any n 2 N, we have e( n;k ; N n;k ) = (n ?(r?m)=d ); so that n;k is an nth nearly minimal error algorithm, and N n;k is nth nearly optimal information. (1=") d=(r?m) ; and so the FEM n;k using FEI N n;k is a nearly optimal complexity algorithm. So we see that the standard nite element method of degree k r ? 1 is nearly optimal for a 2mth-order elliptic problem, if the solution elements are constrained to lie in the unit ball of H r ( ). This result should not be too surprising, given the known results about optimality of FEMs for elliptic problems, see 28, Chapter 5] and the results cited therein. The novelty in this result lies in the fact that we did not need to use a shift theorem (i.e., a result saying that if f has r ? 2m derivatives, then Sf has r derivatives) to prove the optimality of the FEM.
We now look at the case = , mainly for the sake of completeness. It will turn out that FEI for this problem (which is a priori only F -information) is really continuous linear information. We now see that N n;k f = hf; v 1 i B 0 ; : : : ; hf; v n i B 0 ]: For f 2 F, it now follows that u n;k = n;k (N n;k f) satis es B(u n;k ; g i ) = hf; v i i B 0 (1 i n): Then L is a bounded bijection of G onto X, and so S = L ?1 is a bounded bijection of X onto G. Note that our problem (4.3.1) is a standard problem (with q = 0), and so we can apply the results in Section 4.1.
We rst look at the case = F . For any n 2 N, let S n;k be an n-dimensional nite element subspace of L 2 ( ) having degree k. Let fg 1 ; : : : ; g n g be a basis for S n;k . De ne nite element information N n;k by N n;k f = hSf; g 1 i L 2 ( ) ; : : : ; hSf; g n i L 2 ( ) ]: For f 2 F, let u n;k = n;k (N n;k f) be the Galerkin method given by hu n;k ; g i i L 2 ( ) = hSf; g i i L 2 ( ) (1 i n):
We then have Theorem 4.3.1. Let = F .
(1) For any n 2 N, we have r(n; F ) = (n ?r=d ):
(2) Let k r ? 1. For any n 2 N, we have e( n;k ; N n;k ) = (n ?r=d ); so that n;k is an nth nearly minimal error algorithm, and N n;k is nth nearly optimal information. and so the Galerkin method n;k using FEI N n;k is a nearly optimal complexity algorithm for the Fredholm problem of the second kind.
Proof: Immediate from Theorems 4.1.1.3 and 4.1.1.4. Remark: The algorithm n;k de ned by (4.3.2) is not a nite element method, a marked contrast with what happened when we were looking at elliptic boundary-value problems. The only possibility we would have for using the approach in the previous section, in which the Galerkin method n;k turned out to be an FEM, would be to assume that K is symmetric and kKk < 1. If this were the case, then B(v; w) = hLv; wi L 2 ( ) would be an inner product on L 2 ( ), with the norm k k B = p B( ; ) being equivalent to the usual L 2 ( )-norm. Under these hypotheses, it then turns out that the Galerkin method (4.1. 1.2) is the standard FEM with test and trial spaces S n;k . However, we often need to solve our problem (I ? K)u = f for non-symmetric K or kKk 1, so this approach is not generally applicable.
Note that linear functionals hSf; g i i L 2 ( ) are hard to directly evaluate, because of their dependence on Sf. However, since S : X ! G is a bounded bijection, we can write hSf; g i i L 2 ( ) = hf; S g i i L 2 ( ) ;
where S = (L ) ?1 = (I ? K ) ?1 . In principle, we can then consider the computation of S g 1 ; : : : ; S g n as precomputation. We now see that N n;k f = hf; S g 1 i L 2 ( ) ; : : : ; hf; S g n i L 2 ( ) ]:
For f 2 F, it now follows that u n;k = n;k (N n;k f) satis es hu n;k ; g i i L 2 ( ) = hf; S g i i L 2 ( ) (1 i n):
So the information N n;k de ned in Theorem 4.3.1 is continuous linear information. Moreover, the Galerkin algorithm (4.3.3) is a nearly optimal error algorithm and a nearly optimal complexity algorithm using continuous linear information. Of course, Theorems 4.1.1.3 and 4.1.1.4 tell us that r(n; ) = r(n; F ) = (n ?r=d ) and comp("; ) = c ? (1=") d=r . Hence (4.3.2) and (4.3.3) are two formulations of the Galerkin algorithm using FEI. The rst formulation shows that this FEI is information from F , whereas the second shows that it actually is information from . Moreover, the rst formulation uses functionals hSf; g i i L 2 ( ) , whereas the second uses hf; S g i i L 2 ( ) . Since the formulation (4.3.2) is simpler than the formulation (4.3.3), as well as making it clear that we are using continuous linear information. So in practice, we would probably rather use (4.3.3) than (4.3.2).
Unfortunately, there is still one di culty with the Galerkin method, even if we decide to use the simpler formulation (4.3.2). Even though S g 1 ; : : : ; S g n are well-de ned, they may not be easy to calculate. For this reason, we will look at modi ed Galerkin methods for the solution-restricted Fredholm problem of the second kind.
Once again, we let S n;k be a nite element subspace of L 2 ( ), of dimension n and degree k. Let fg 1 ; : : : ; g n g be a basis of S n;k satisfying (4.1.2.1). Next, we letr 2 f1; : : : ; rg, and let Sñ ;k be a nite element subspace of Hr( ), of dimensionñ and degreek. Of course, we must havek r, since Sñ ;k Hr( ). We then have Using this inequality along with (4.3.4), the lemma follows.
We can now de ne our information and algorithm. For any n 2 N, let N n;k = hf; v 1 i L 2 ( ) ; : : : ; hf; v n i L 2 ( ) ] 8f 2 F:
Then for f 2 F, we seekũ n;k =~ n;k (Ñ n;k f) satisfying hũ n;k ; g i i L 2 ( ) = hf; v i i L 2 ( ) (1 i n):
We then have (1) For any n 2 N, we have r(n; ) = (n ?r=d ):
(2) Let k r ? 1. For any n 2 N, we have e(~ n;k ;Ñ n;k ) = (n ?r=d ); so that~ n;k is an nth nearly minimal error algorithm, andÑ n;k is nth nearly optimal information. and so the modi ed Galerkin method~ n;k using modi ed FEIÑ n;k is a nearly optimal complexity algorithm for the Fredholm problem of the second kind.
Proof: Using Lemma 4.3.1, we see that inequality (4.1.2.2) holds. Now we can apply Theorems 4.1.2.3 and 4.1.2.4. We close this section by discussing the optimal choice ofr in (4.3.4), as well as the amount of preprocessing required in computing v 1 ; : : : ; v n .
Clearly, v 1 ; : : : ; v n are independent of any problem element f, and so their calculation may be be considered precomputation. However, in practice, we would like to compute them as cheaply as possible. There are (at least) two con icting reasons why it may be di cult or expensive to calculate v 1 ; : : : ; v n satisfying (4.3.5) withñ given by (4.3.4). The rst is that we need Sñ ;k to be a subspace of Hr( ). On the one hand, we want to simplify the task of designing the basis functions of the nite element space Sñ ;k over a reference element; this tells us that we should chooser as small as possible, i.e.,r = 1. On the other hand, we want to minimize amount of work required to calculate v 1 ; : : : ; v n once we have designed these basis functions from (4.3.4), this criterion tells to chooser as large as possible, i.e.,r = r. The question is now one of which criterion to use. To solve this conundrum, we note that we only design the reference element basis functions once, independent of n, whereas the calculation of v 1 ; : : : ; v n depends on n. We are probably willing to expend the extra e ort involved in designing the basis functions (which only needs to be done once), thereby saving cost arising in the calculation of v 1 ; : : : ; v n for various n. In other words, we feel that it would be preferable to chooser = r. Thus we choose a nite element subspace Sñ ;k of H r ( ), wherek is the degree of the subspace and the dimensionñ of the subspace satis esñ = n d=(2r) .
We now discuss the cost of computing v 1 ; : : : ; v n . Assuming we chooser = r, the previous analysis implies that the cost of computing v 1 ; : : : ; v n is (n d=(2r)+1 ). Since this cost grows faster than n, on-the-y calculation of v 1 ; : : : ; v n will dwarf the remainder of the calculation of~ n;k (Ñ n;k f) for a problem element f. However, it is possible to precompute v 1 ; : : : ; v n , since they are independent of any f. If we decide to compute "-approximations for many f 2 F, with a xed value of ", then we may consider the cost of this precomputation as an overhead whose cost we can ignore.
Mixed elliptic-hyperbolic problems.
In this section, we look at the complexity of a solution-restricted Tricomi problem. This is a simple mixed hyperbolic-elliptic problem, which arises in the study of two-dimensional transonic ow across an airfoil; see 7, Chapter X] and 13] for further discussion.
Let ? 0 be a simple curve in the region y > 0 of the two-dimensional (x; y)-plane, intersecting the x-axis only at the points A (?1; 0) Since the domain is divided by the sonic line into elliptic and hyperbolic regions, the Tricomi problem is an example of a mixed elliptic-hyperbolic problem. Remark: Note that we only prescribe boundary data for the Tricomi problem on part of @ . The simple explanation for this is that since the Tricomi problem is hyperbolic in H , prescribing boundary data on one of the characteristic lines that bounds H is su cient for solvability on H , whereas requiring the solution to satisfy given boundary We now apply the results of Section 4.1. First, we look at the case = F . For any n 2 N, we once again let S n;k be an n-dimensional nite element subspace of L 2 ( ) having degree k. Let fg 1 ; : : : ; g n g be a basis for S n;k . De ne nite element information N n;k by N n;k f = hSf; g 1 i L 2 ( ) ; : : : ; hSf; g n i L 2 ( ) ]:
For f 2 F, let u n;k = n;k (N n;k f) 2 S n;k be the Galerkin approximation given by hu n;k ; g i i L 2 ( ) = hSf; g i i L 2 ( ) (1 i n): (1) For any n 2 N, we have r(n; F ) = (n ?r=2 ):
(2) Let k r ? 1. For any n 2 N, we have e( n;k ; N n;k ) = (n ?r=2 ); so that n;k is an nth nearly minimal error algorithm, and N n;k is nth nearly optimal information. and so the Galerkin method n;k using FEI N n;k is a nearly optimal complexity algorithm for the Tricomi problem. Once again, we see that linear functionals hSf; g i i L 2 ( ) are hard to directly evaluate, because of their apparent dependence on Sf. To overcome this di culty, we describe an auxilliary adjoint problem. Even though (4.4.2) tells us that L is formally self-adjoint, we will now write L for the adjoint operator. 5 This means that we can once again consider the computation of S g 1 ; : : : ; S g n as precomputation. Hence we have N n;k f = hf; S g 1 i L 2 ( ) ; : : : ; hf; S g n i L 2 ( ) ]: For f 2 F, it now follows that u n;k = n;k (N n;k f) satis es hu n;k ; g i i L 2 ( ) = hf; S g i i L 2 ( ) (1 i n): (4.4.5) So the information N n;k de ned in (4.4.3) is continuous linear information. Moreover, the Galerkin algorithm (4.4.5) is a nearly optimal error algorithm and a nearly optimal complexity algorithm using continuous linear information. Of course, Theorems 4.1.1.3 and 4.1.1.4 tell us that r(n; ) = r(n; F ) = (n ?r=2 ) and comp("; ) = c ? (1=") 2=r . We now see that (4.4.3) and (4.4.5) are two formulations of the Galerkin algorithm using FEI, the rst showing that this FEI is information from F and the second showing that it actually is from . Moreover, the rst formulation uses functionals hSf; g i i L 2 ( ) , whereas the second uses hf; S g i i L 2 ( ) . As was the case in the previous section, we prefer to use (4.4.5) instead of (4.4.3).
As in the previous section we see that S g 1 ; : : : ; S g n may be hard to calculate, even though they are well-de ned. Hence we need to once again consider modi ed Galerkin methods for our problem.
Of course, the only issue that we need to resolve is how to calculate v 1 ; : : : ; v n such that L v i is su ciently close to g i for 1 i n. One idea is to let Sñ ;k+2 be anñ-dimensional nite element subspace of L 2 ( ) having degree k + 2, wherẽ n = (n r+2 ): (4. We are now ready to de ne our information and algorithm. For any n 2 N, let N n;k = hf; v 1 i L 2 ( ) ; : : : ; hf; v n i L 2 ( ) ] 8f 2 F:
Then for f 2 F, we seekũ n;k =~ n;k (Ñ n;k f) satisfying
We then have (1) For any n 2 N, we have r(n; ) = (n ?r=2 ):
(2) Let k r ? 1. For any n 2 N, we have e(~ n;k ;Ñ n;k ) = (n ?r=2 ); so that~ n;k is an nth nearly minimal error algorithm, andÑ n;k is nth nearly optimal information. and so the modi ed Galerkin method~ n;k using modi ed FEIÑ n;k is a nearly optimal complexity algorithm for the Tricomi problem. We once again note that on-the-y computation of v 1 ; : : : ; v n may be expensive. Indeed, from (4.4.6), we see that v 1 ; : : : ; v n may be calculated with cost (n r+3 ), which of course greatly outweighs the cost of calculatingũ n;k . However, we once again point out that v 1 ; : : : ; v n are independent of any f 2 F. So, if we precompute v 1 ; : : : ; v n and if we do not charge for this precomputation (since it is independent of any problem element), we can ignore the cost of the precomputation. Remark: Note that we used a very weak error bound to show that (4.4.6) implies that v 1 ; : : : ; v n are su ciently accurate. This was motivated by our lack of a shift theorem for the Tricomi problem, so that we cannot assume enough global smoothness in S g i (where g i is piecewise polynomial) to use the error estimates in 2. It is quite possible that our estimate is overly-pessimistic, and that we can nd su ciently accurate piecewise polynomial approximations to S g i using fewer degrees of freedom.
Inverse nite Laplace transform.
In this section, we look at the complexity of a solution-restricted inverse Laplace transform. This is an example of a Fredholm integral equation of the rst kind, and is thus an ill-posed problem. This problem arises in remote sensing problems of geomathematics; see 21] for discussion and further examples.
Without loss of generality, we assume that our functions are de ned over the unit interval matter how big we choose r to be. Hence the results of 26] imply that if we choose our problem elements to be the unit ball of a Hilbert Sobolev space H r (I), then the error of any nite-cost algorithm is in nite, no matter how large we choose r to be. Simply stated, this means that restricting the problem elements for (4.5.1) will not work. This explains why we are interested in a solution-restricted version of this problem.
Having expressed (4.5.1) as a solution-restricted problem, we can now use the results of Section 4.1. First, we look at the case = F . For any n 2 N, let S n;k be an ndimensional nite element subspace of L 2 (I) having degree k. Let fg 1 ; : : : ; g n g be a basis for S n;k . De ne nite element information N n;k by N n;k f = hSf; g 1 i L 2 (I) ; : : : ; hSf; g n i L 2 (I) ]:
For f 2 F, let u n;k = n;k (N n;k f) be the Galerkin method given by hu n;k ; g i i L 2 (I) = hSf; g i i L 2 (I) (1 i n):
We then have Theorem 4.5.1. Let = F .
(1) For any n 2 N, we have r(n; F ) = (n ?r ):
(2) Let k r ? 1. For any n 2 N, we have e( n;k ; N n;k ) = (n ?r ); so that n;k is an nth nearly minimal error algorithm, and N n;k is nth nearly optimal information. and so the Galerkin method n;k using FEI N n;k is a nearly optimal complexity algorithm for the inverse nite Laplace transform problem. As with problems that we have considered previously, we prefer to avoid using the functionals hSf; g i i L 2 (I) making up the nite element information N n;k . We would rather use functionals of the form hf; v i i L 2 (I) . In the discussion that follows, we will take advantage of the self-adjointness of L as an operator on L 2 (I), which implies that S is self-adjoint in L 2 (I). Thus we write L and S instead of L and S in what follows.
Note that we cannot rewrite the functionals hSf; g i i L 2 (I) in the form hf; Sg i i L 2 (I) . This is because functions belonging to the domain of S (i.e., the range of L) are in nitely di erentiable, while the functions g i are only piecewise smooth. So the nearly optimal Galerkin method using FEI for the inverse nite Laplace transform, which (of course) uses F -information, cannot be cosmetically rewritten as a method using -information. This is an important di erence between this problem and the other problems that we have studied.
This being the case, we now let = , and look for nearly optimal -information, using our general results in Section 4. We assume that the nite element space S n;k is de ned over a uniform partition of I. Suppose that S n;k H p (I) for some positive integer p, so that k p. Recall that fg 1 ; : : : ; g n g is a standard basis for S n;k , having small supports. Our task is to nd functions fv 1 ; : : : ; v n g such that (4.1.2.2) holds.
To do this, we let R and m be parameters depending on n, p, and r. We will give criteria for choosing R and m later. For any j 2 N, we let G j (x) = P j (2x ? 1) , where P j is the usual Legendre polynomial of degree j. We write G j (x) = P j l=0 j;l x l . The modi ed Galerkin algorithm~ n;k is as follows: For f 2 F, we seekũ n;k =~ n;k (Ñ n;k f)
We then have Theorem 4.5.2. Let = .
(1) For any n 2 N, we have r(n; ) = (n ?r ):
(2) Let k r ? 1. For any n 2 N, we have e(~ n;k ;Ñ n;k ) = (n ?r ); so that~ n;k is an nth nearly minimal error algorithm, andÑ n;k is nth nearly optimal information. and so the modi ed Galerkin method~ n;k using modi ed FEIÑ n;k is a nearly optimal complexity algorithm for the inverse nite Laplace transform problem. We brie y discuss the choice of p. Clearly the larger we make p, the smaller m needs to be. The optimal choice is then to make p = k. Since the best choice for k is to let k = r ? 1, we see that the best choice for p is p = r ? 1. It then follows that m = (n ), where = 2 + 3=(2r ? 2). Since m grows faster than n 2 , the cost of computing v 1 ; : : : ; v n on-the-y grows faster than n 3 , and is therefore impractical. However, since v 1 ; : : : ; v n are independent of any f, they may be precomputed. If we wish to compute "-approximations for many f 2 F, with a xed value of ", then we can safely ignore the cost of this precomputation.
The backwards heat equation.
In our nal application, we look at the complexity of the heat equation running backwards in time. This is one of the most famous classical examples of an ill-posed problem. Further discussion and references may be found in 10 where z 1 ; : : : ; z n are given by (4.6.3), and an algorithm n using N n as n (N n f) = n X j=1 hSf; z j i W z j 8f 2 F:
We then have Theorem 4.6.1. Let = F .
(1) For any n 2 N, we have r(n; F ) = e( n ; N n ) = e ? 2 (n+1)(t 1 ?t 0 ) : Hence N n is nth optimal information in F , and n is an nth minimal error algorithm. Hence for c 1, the algorithm n using information N n is a nearly optimal complexity algorithm. Note that the algorithm~ n is the n-term truncation of the standard series representation H ?t 0 of the solution to the heat equation at time t = ?t 0 .
We then have Theorem 4.6.2. Let = .
(1) For any n 2 N, we have r(n; ) = e( n ; N n ) = e ? 2 (n+1)(t 1 ?t 0 ) : Hence N n is nth optimal information in , and n is an nth minimal error algorithm. Hence for c 1, the algorithm n using information N n is a nearly optimal complexity algorithm.
Proof: Let j 2 f1; : : : ; ng. Using (4.6.5) and the self-adjointness of S = H ?t 0 , we nd hSf; z j i W z j = hH ?t 0 f; s j i L 2 (I) s j = hf; H ?t 0 s j i L 2 (I) s j = e 2 j 2 t 0 hf; s j i L 2 (I) s j :
Thus~ n (Ñf) = n (N n f) for any f 2 F. The theorem now follows immediately from Theorem 4.6.1. Hence, we have shown that the optimal F -information is actually -information, and that we get a minimal error algorithm by truncating the standard series representation for the solution of the backwards heat equation. Moreover, comp("; ) = c ?p ln(1=") , giving the complexity of the solution-restricted backwards heat equation when = .
